WEBCON BPS 2019.1
history of changes for version 2019.1.4.61
New features
[General]
l

Added the option to create BPS groups in Standalone installations for Office 365.

[Plugins]
l

l

The WebServiceConnection class has been expanded to include the ClientID,
ClientSecret, and AuthorizationServiceUrl properties which are used to obtain
application login data from data source definitions or data source connections.

Comments can now be passed via REST API.

Bug fixes
[General]
l

l

l

Fixed an issue with report columns saving incorrectly.

SOLR database re-indexation should now activate correctly after a process is
deleted.

Fixed the validation of user and group names entered in the admin panel on
Portal.

l

l

l

Fixed an error that would occur when synchronizing a single user with the AAD,
preventing the creation of BPS groups or adding external users. This error only
occurred if your system synchronizes with AAD.

Improved navigation in the search results box on WEBCON BPS Portal when
using arrow keys.

Fixed an error that would sometimes cause exceptions when searching for
navigation elements on WEBCON BPS Portal.

[Modern form]
l

Fixed handling of "<" and ">" characters in form fields.

[Processes]
l

Fixed an issue with process cloning - cloning should no longer cause exceptions.

[Form fields]
l

l

Improved how numbers are formatted in the Data Table form field when the
data is loaded from a SQL data source. Floating-point numbers will now take
thousands separators into account.

Fixed an error with searching "Person or Group" fields with special characters.
This error only occurred if your system synchronizes with AAD.

[Workflow]
l

Fixed a bug that would sometimes remove tasks on path transition.

[Actions]
l

l

Fixed an issue with the "Add user to group" action that would prevent adding
users based on the UPD when using an environment that synchronizes with AAD.

The built-in SDK action for conducting GDPR-related searches ("Action
populating personal data item list") should now correctly take special
characters into account.

[Data sources]
l

Corrected how multi-environment connection settings work when configuration

inheritance is broken.

[Mobile app]
l

Added indentations to form field formatting on the mobile form.

